President's Review Committee  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
March 25, 2010.

To whom it may concern:

My name is Pichaya Tasavaroungrong. I came to USA for better education. English is my second language and I hope school can improve my English in the future.

I have been take English courses at UNLV for two semesters. The English courses that I take are for International Students. These courses are really improve my English language by going through details that regular English class does not teach. I have learn much more how to write a research paper in Eng 114. Regular English Class might not teach a little details like International English course, because they assume that all students should know and professor might going through the details faster than ESL course.

All in all, I have improve my English language from those course, also help me know how to write in correct form. There are more benefits of ESL that I can improve my English Language in future.

Sincerely,

Pichaya Tasavaroungrong
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